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Abstract 

In recent years, computer vision is an advanced technology which uses computer to 
imitate human glasses to recognize graphics and then achieve application. Computer 
vision began to develop initially in the 1950s and 1960s, and has been relatively mature 
at the beginning of this century. It is widely used in industrial control, medical 
equipment, automotive electronics, marine ships, military defense and other fields. 
Since the beginning of this century, with the rapid development of computers and the 
continuous recommendation of the world's digital process, more and more image data 
are generated in the process of data flow. According to incomplete statistics, more than 
95% of them belong to the category of image. So, in today's information age, how to make 
the computer accurately extract, identify and judge these images is a problem that 
scientists are very concerned about today, because it may directly affect the process of 
information technology. 
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1. Introduction 

Vision is a phenomenon that people judge, analyze and recognize what they see through glasses. 
Based on the production and analysis of this vision, scientists propose to use the high-speed 
computing function of computer to imitate the concept of human eyes to identify things, which 
is called computer vision. In short, the purpose of computer vision is to use computer to learn 
and accurately identify something, and then use it in industrial control and academic research 
[1]. 

How to combine information technology with computer vision technology has always been an 
important topic for scientists to discuss. Informatization of the things to be identified will 
inevitably bring the problems of large amount of data and the improvement of similarity, which 
will be an important obstacle to the progress of computer vision. Therefore, some emerging 
intelligent vision solutions have been widely studied. This paper mainly introduces the latest 
computer vision technology, the application of computer vision and the challenges and 
problems of computer vision. 

2. Common techniques of computer vision 

The premise of computer vision is to have high-quality image resources, because these are the 
basic requirements and premise of feature extraction and intelligent recognition. Therefore, 
image processing technology is an important part of computer vision technology. It discusses 
how to optimize and intelligentize the process of transforming information into images. As we 
all know [2], image compressed sensing and image enhancement coding technology are 
important ways to obtain high quality learning sample images. 

2.1. Image intelligent enhancement technology 

The intelligent enhancement of image information generally refers to the enhancement of 
image clarity. In practice, images used in computer vision are mainly acquired by cameras. 
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However, due to some accidental factors in practical application, such as the change of 
environment in the process of acquisition and the disagreement of camera type, these effects 
will lead to the decline of image clarity, and then have a negative impact on the recognition of 
computer vision. In the process of image enhancement, there are mainly two ways to present, 
the first is the spatial way, which directly processes the image. Based on the frequency domain 
method, the first step is to select a certain change domain, and then correct the change 
coefficient of the image, and then carry out the inverse transformation to achieve the effect of 
enhancement. 

2.2. Image smoothing technology 

First of all, mean filtering is a common way to achieve image smoothing. The basic principle of 
this method is to first give the pixel template of a certain area of the image, and then use the 
global average to average the pixels in the template, so as to achieve the purpose of smoothing. 
However, this method has some disadvantages. It is very sensitive to images with large outliers. 

Different from mean filtering, Gaussian filtering has high universality and can be used to 
denoise many kinds of images, especially for images with Gaussian noise. Its principle is also 
very simple. Firstly, a convolution kernel with appropriate size is selected to scan the pixels in 
the image, and then the pixels in the field are selected for weighted average gray value instead 
of the central value of the scanning template. It also has some disadvantages, such as poor 
smoothing effect for image edge data. But for the image with normal distribution noise, 
Gaussian filtering is better. The noise function obeying normal distribution is shown in formula 
(1). 

𝐺(𝑥) =
1

√2𝜋𝜎
𝑒
−
𝑥2

2𝜎2                                                                      (1) 

3. Application scope of computer vision 

In the field of industrial control, intelligent industrial robots have been widely affected. In the 
process of industrial control, there are many problems such as identification and grasping, 
judgment optimization, etc. if the robot can not recognize the object in the work without the 
relevant information data of the operating object, the specific algorithm can not be continued. 
In the current industrial control, automation and intelligence are increasing year by year, which 
puts forward higher requirements for the corresponding speed of computer vision 
algorithm[3]. 

 

 
Figure 1. RNN and CNN model 
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Similarly, in the field of medical and health, computer vision will be used for the identification 
and classification of related medical images, such as CT images and X-ray effects, and thus help 
doctors to realize the accurate diagnosis of diseases [4]. This application has been widely used 
in the diagnosis of tuberculosis, fracture and related dermatosis in patients. Based on the deep 
learning strategy in the field of computer vision, with the increase of the number of confirmed 
patients, the training of neural network model with their relevant image data will help to 
improve the diagnosis rate gradually. Among them, the model of computer vision related neural 
network is divided into recursive neural network [5], convolutional neural network [6] and 
other classical learning methods. Their basic structure is shown in Figure 1. 

In addition, automatic driving technology based on computer vision and artificial intelligence 
technology has been widely used in intelligent driving of vehicles. Among them, pedestrian 
collision avoidance and early warning mechanism is the premise of unmanned driving, and 
computer vision provides a solution for it. The application of computer vision in vehicle 
automatic driving includes the construction of vehicle driving environment, target 
classification and tracking, scene estimation and calculation, and communication with control 
system. 

Computer vision also has very important applications in the military. Target tracking and 
navigation based on computer vision is the premise of developing military vehicle intelligent 
equipment. In addition, the security, real-time monitoring and concealment of military 
equipment are the biggest characteristics of military products, so it is necessary to develop high 
security related technologies. The related technology based on computer vision has many 
characteristics of strong confidentiality, which is also conducive to reducing the R &amp; D cost 
of related technology and equipment. Computer vision is also conducive to the security 
monitoring of important military offices, such as leadership offices, archives and information 
rooms. 

4. Challenges of computer vision 

First of all, the most difficult problem of computer vision is the problem of camera backlight 
shooting, because under such a situation, the things being photographed are non-uniform. If 
you want to improve the overall level of computer vision, first of all, improve the level of camera 
photography. Thirdly, there is a phenomenon of color assimilation in the background to be 
recognized, which will lead to recognition confusion, and then affect the effect of the 
combination of computer vision and other technologies. Finally, resolution is a necessary 
standard to measure the quality of recruitment, but improving the pixel level is still a thorny 
problem in today's development stage, which directly affects the recognition quality of 
computer vision. 

5. Conclusion 

This paper makes a comprehensive analysis and explanation of the common technical means, 
applications and challenges of computer vision. Computer vision is the basis of industrialization. 
With the development of camera technology and filtering technology, computer vision will 
develop better. The application of computer vision in the future is promising, which is a very 
noteworthy direction. 
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